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Virnich Corporation is your year round partner for over-the-road FTL and partial shipments.  We base our company’s 
foundation on quality & communication and we are committed to providing superior customer service.  All Virnich Corp 
equipment is equipped with GPS satellite tracking allowing our customers 24/7 access to updates, ensuring that our trucks 
are on-time every time.  Here at Virnich Corp, our drivers are valued as much as our customers and are held to high levels of 
responsibility and accountability resulting in prompt and courteous service at pickups and deliveries.  If there are ever any 
issues with a shipment, we are quick to find the problem and make it right.   
 
Our fleet consists of all new equipment (5 years or younger).  We offer FTL and partial truckload service on 53’ dry vans, 
reefers, and 48’ flats/steps/lowboys.  We also offer hot shot/expedited services on various size straight trucks (liftgate 
available) and cargo vans to give our customers FTL level service on smaller shipments at competitive pricing.  Tradeshows 
are also one of our specialties, and most of our trucks come equipped with straps and bars to ensure freight is secured and 
safe.  Due to our high volume, we can also have extremely competitive LTL rates via most common carriers and in many 
cases (where you currently use LTL service) we can ship your freight on the same truck you normally use but at a cheaper 
rate. 
 
Through our network of prequalified agents, we are also able to provide you with a superior 3PL service.  This allows us 
flexibility to cover many lanes (when our own equipment is not available), and also gives you a single point of contact for all 
your transportation needs rather than having to deal with multiple companies and dispatchers.  If you have something that 
needs to be shipped, we can help you out one way or another. 
 
Let us know what we can do for you. We are committed to your success. 
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